Boulder Rifle Club, Inc.
Boulder, Colorado

THIS REVISION SUPERCEEDS ALL PREVIOUS VERSIONS

RANGE RULES
The purpose of this manual is to inform members of the Range Rules, and to act as a
reference for members and range officers and when they are confronted with a new or
different situation on either of our ranges.
Rev 2017 1A
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SAFETY AND RULES
The most important duty of any member is to keep the range safe. The member does
this by knowing, following and helping enforce the Boulder Rifle Club range rules.
All exceptions to the range rules must be cleared by the Board of Directors! Suspension
of range privileges or loss of membership may occur if any of the following rules are
intentionally violated by a member or their guests. Violators will be brought before the
Board of Directors.

GENERAL RANGE RULES
The ranges are open to non-members only when a member or a Range Officer
(RO) is present on that range. If the South Range is open to the public, all the
shooters must be signed-in, execute a waiver and pay the usual range fees.
Members shall have their membership card with them while on the range and have
a waiver on file. On Public Days members without a current card must sign in, sign
a waiver and pay usual non-member fees. All guests must sign a waiver. Parents
or guardians must execute a waiver for anyone under the age of 18.
1.

Every individual present on the range is responsible for safety! If a RO is present,
the RO has the final authority and control over all activities on the range.

2.

No individuals under the influence of alcohol, medications or other substances
which impair vision, balance or judgment are allowed on the range. Nor are such
items to be consumed on the property!

3.

No automatic firearms shall be allowed when the range is open to the public.

4.

Firearms shall be handled on the firing line only when no one is down range, or in
an area designated for safe handling. There shall be no loaded firearms handled
behind the firing line!

5.

All firearms on the firing line shall point down range at all times except when
holstered, slung or in the racks.

6.

All firing shall be from a common firing line on each range.
The normal firing lines on all ranges shall be the northern edge of the concrete
pads. The firing lines may be moved closer to the targets upon agreement of the
shooters present, but may never be moved to the rear of the normal positions.

7.

Firing shall be from firing positions to corresponding targets only. No cross-range
firing. No shooting at steel targets is to take place closer than eleven yards directly
in front of the targets!

8.

Eye and ear protection is required for both shooters and spectators.

9.

All bullets must impact the backstops or a steel target!

10.

Types of ammunition:
No incendiary or tracer ammunition is allowed.
Steel jacketed or steel core ammunition may not be used on the indoor range, the
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plate racks or other metallic targets belonging to the club.
The use of rifles in caliber .50 BMG and/or those with a normal case capacity of
150 grains or more of powder is prohibited.
11.

Types of targets:
No exploding targets are to be used on any BRC range!
No bowling pins may be used as targets!
Indoor targets may be paper, soft plastic or cardboard only!
Outdoor targets shall be confined to paper, cardboard, soft plastic, clay, or metal
cans (absolutely no glass or hard plastics). Metal cans and soft plastic containers
shall be permitted, but must be removed by the shooter before leaving the range.
All non-paper targets shall be placed against the backstop. No targets are to
be placed on or near the top of the backstop.
All paper targets shall be placed in the center of the target boards. No targets are
to be placed on the 2x4 target frames!
All disposable targets, excluding clay targets, shall be disposed of in the proper
receptacles before leaving the range.
Firing at metal targets shall be permitted, so long as no rounds leave the range.
All metallic targets must be placed directly in front of the backstops so that a miss
will impact the backstop, not the range floor, or where facilities are set up for this
activity. Steel targets such as dueling trees are not permitted.
No shooting is to take place closer than eleven yards directly in front of steel
targets!
In order to avoid ricochets, no targets shall be placed on the floor of any ranges
and no shooting shall be allowed into the floor of any range.
Steel targets with designated distances or designated uses are not to be used for
other distances or purposes.
Steel targets made for the Cowboy program are not to be used with jacketed or
high velocity bullets.
No double taps will be allowed on rearward falling metal targets.
Any personally owned target that can present a rearward, sideward (ex. dueling
trees) or angle away from the shooter or at an angle that would send a projectile off
the range is prohibited.

12.

Shotguns firing other than slugs are generally prohibited on all rifle or handgun
ranges except when used during an authorized match.
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Shotguns firing pellets may be used for patterning or practice purposes on the 25
or 50 yard ranges when proper facilities are in place, but are not to be fired into
wooden target backers! Use the patterning fixture or bring your own target.

RANGE CLOSURE / RESTRICTION
Usage of a given range may be restricted for setup prior to its use for a scheduled
match or class. If it is to be restricted the day prior to a match, it should be after
4:00 PM.
The entire North or South Range shall be closed until 4:00 PM on scheduled work
days or until special tasks are completed!

RULES FOR SPECIFIC RANGES (South Range)
1.

Rules governing use of full-auto (machine guns) at the South Range
Owners of Class III firearms must adhere to all NFA rules and regulations for any
firearm used at the Boulder Rifle Club
Fully automatic fire is not permitted during public range days or matches.
Fully automatic fire is permitted only on the 50 and 100 yard ranges.
The 50 yard range shall be the primary range to be used for fully automatic fire.
Fully automatic fire shall be done directly into the backstop from a distance not to
exceed 25 yards. This will allow for better control of rounds to avoid ricochets and
rounds leaving the ranges or being shot into the floor of the ranges.
Failure to follow these rules shall be grounds for action by the Board, ranging from
loss of range privileges to loss of membership.

2.

25 Yard Range:
Only handgun and rim fire rifle shooting is permitted on the 25 yard range with the
exception of matches.

3.

Plate Rack (25 Yard Range):
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Firearms allowed on the rack include center fire handguns firing non-magnum, .45
caliber and below, straight walled handgun cartridges. Handguns and rifles firing
.22 rim fire are allowed. Members may request that a specific cartridge be added to
the approved list (below) through a request to the Board. Pistol Caliber Carbines
(PCC) are not approved.
These cartridges are allowed on the plate rack in addition to non-magnum energy; .45
calibers or less, straight walled metallic handgun cartridges, and the following: .30 Luger;
.32-20 W.C.F.; .357 SIG.; 38-40 W.C.F.; .38-45 Clerke; .44-40 W.C.F; 9mm Makarov
No shooting is to take place closer than eleven yards directly in front of the plate
rack!
Do not place other targets on the plate rack.
Check bolts, plates and rack each time prior to beginning shooting session and
place the lock where it won’t be hit. Lock up plates and the reset system before
leaving the range.
4.

50 Yard Range:
Rim fire, center fire and black powder, handguns, rifles and shotguns firing slugs
may be used on the 50 yard range.
Center fire rifle shooters may use the 50 yard range for initial sighting-in but then
should move to the 100 or 200 yard ranges.
Shotguns may be patterned on the 50 yard range using the patterning fixture,
which is inside the storage building. Shotguns firing bird shot or buck shot shall not
be fired at the plywood target backers.

5.

100 Yard Range:
Firearms allowed on this range include black powder, rim fire or center fire rifles,
handguns and shotguns firing slugs. Handguns should be used from a supported
position. Shotguns firing bird shot or buck shot shall not be fired at the target
plywood target backers.
The firing line on the 100 yard range shall be the northern edge of the bench rests.
In no case may a person shoot from the behind the bench rests.

6.

200 Yard Range:
Firearms allowed on this range include black powder, rim fire or center fire rifles,
handguns and shotguns firing slugs. Handguns should be used from a supported
position. Do not put targets in the corners of the target backers, place targets on
cardboard over the hole. Shotguns firing bird shot or buck shot shall not be fired at
the plywood target backers.
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The firing line on the 200 yard range shall be the northern edge of the prone pad.
The firing line may be moved closer to the targets or to the bench rests on the 200
yard range upon agreement of the shooters present, bench rests may be moved
off the rear of the prone pad but no shooting shall be done past the rear of the pad!
In no case may a person shoot from the bench rests behind the 200 yard range or
while others are using the prone pad!
7.

Indoor Range:
The indoor range is open to members and guests only, with the exception of
scheduled matches and programs. All users of the indoor range must pay for use
of the range which is $5 per shooter visit; match fees include this payment.
Anyone (members and guests) using the indoor range must sign in upon entering
the building either on the logbook by the entrance or with the individual(s) running
the match/activity and pay the match fee or, slip an envelope with the members
and guests names containing the range use fee (s) in the drop safe next to the
vault door. All guests must execute a waiver. Parents or guardians must execute a
waiver for anyone under the age of 18 (members should have a waiver on file).
Firearms allowed on this range include center fire handguns firing non-magnum,
.45 calibers and below, straight walled handgun cartridges, rim fire rifles,
handguns and air guns. Specific additional cartridges (below) have been
approved by the Board of Directors for use on the indoor range. Members may
request that a specific cartridge be added to the approved list through a request to
the Board. Pistol Caliber Carbines (PCC) are not approved.

These cartridges are allowed on the indoor range in addition to non-magnum energy; .45
calibers or less, straight walled metallic handgun cartridges, and the following: .30 Luger;
.32-20 W.C.F.; .357 SIG.; 38-40 W.C.F.; .38-45 Clerke; .44-40 W.C.F.; 9mm Makarov
The ventilation system of the indoor range shall be used whenever firing on the
indoor range. To use the system, turn on the intake fans (timer controlled) and
shut both sets of range doors.
Firing shall be from firing positions to corresponding targets only, no cross-range
firing. To further clarify this for indoor use it should be stated that all firing must be
directly perpendicular (+/- 10 degrees) to the target boards. Targets must be
positioned to avoid hits on the wooden frames, metal support posts or the floor.
Failure to sign in, have executed a waiver and paid the appropriate range fee (s)
for the indoor range shall result in a punitive fee of twice the normal range fee and
a one month suspension of indoor range privileges. Infractions or violation of an
existing suspension shall result in additional Board sanctions.
The Indoor Range may be used any time there is not a class or meeting in
progress.
All targets used on the indoor range during matches are to be placed downrange of
the yellow stripe on the range floor.
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All errant rounds (a bullet not impacting the plywood target backers) must be
reported by the responsible member to a Board member within 12 hours of the
incident. Furthermore, the damage must be repaired by the responsible member
within 7 days. After review of the incident, the Board will decide if additional action
will be taken. After September 01, 2017, any member seeking to use the indoor
range must have attended an indoor range orientation.
No shooting is to take place from forward of the yellow line on the floor which is 21’
from the target board!
8.

Shotgun Range:
Members and accompanied guests only. Guests must execute a waiver prior to
use. Parents or guardians must execute a waiver for anyone under the age of 18
(members should have a waiver on file). Shotguns only, no pistols or rifles are
permitted. Only 7 ½, 8 and 9 shot allowed. Target, trap, field and magnum loads
are allowed. Only clay targets are allowed.
When utilizing mechanical or hand throwers, the operator must remain in line with
or behind the shooter. All targets are to be thrown into the target area.
Do not shoot to the right of the orange marker northwest or to the left of the orange
marker to the southwest of the shotgun area.
Actions must remain open until shooter is on the firing line it is their turn to fire.
When changing positions or moving to the shooting line, shotguns must be
unloaded, actions open and pointed in a safe direction.
Empty hulls must be picked up after course of fire is completed. If you have lots of
empty boxes and hulls, please take them to the dumpster instead of filling up the
trash can.
The electric trap thrower may be used only after completion of a formal training
course.

MISCELLANEOUS RANGE RULES FOR ALL RANGES
1.

Hours of operation for all outdoor ranges are 7:00 AM or sunrise (whichever is
later) until dusk. (Dusk at the BRC is when the sun has set behind the foothills)

2.

Be courteous and share usage with others present

3.

North is the only direction in which a firearm may be discharged on an outdoor
range, with the exception of the trap facility and the 50 foot range at the North
Range.

4.

Trap shooting may be done only at the South Range on the trap facility and
following posted rules.
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5.

Members’ spouses may shoot free of charge on outdoor ranges (except in
matches) when in the company of the member.

6.

Individuals under the age of 18 may shoot free of charge on outdoor ranges as
long as they are using only one range position and are supervised by an adult
member, or paying adult if the range is open to the public. All guests must execute
a waiver. Parents or guardians must execute a waiver for anyone under the age of
18.

7.

Any shooter who brings children, spouse, guests, or pets to the range shall be
responsible for keeping them behind the firing line and for their conduct and safety.
Pets shall be kept under control or in a vehicle. Pick up after your pet.

8.

Guests must be under the host member’s direct supervision at all times if the
range is closed to the public!

9.

No one is to climb on or shoot from the berms. Doing so will destroy the berms and
possibly result in injury to those who do the climbing.

10.

Additional range rules may be established for specific matches and/or ranges.
These rules will be posted or explained at the range(s).

11.

It is the responsibility of all shooters to protect the range facilities by placing targets
only where designated by the rules and never to allow shooting into target
supports. It is also their responsibility to insure that no one litters the range by
leaving behind paper targets or other items used for targets. Broken clay targets
may be left behind.

NORTH RANGE OPERATIONS
The North Range is restricted to members and their guests at all times. Everyone,
including guests, must sign in at the pistol shed when arriving at the range. General
safety rules are applicable to its use and specific rules are posted at the range. Members
are responsible for seeing that their guests are aware of and follow the rules and safe
operating procedures. All guests must execute a waiver. Parents or guardians must
execute a waiver for anyone under the age of 18 (members should have a waiver on file).
All shooting on the North Range shall be done in a direction perpendicular to the
backstops with care taken to be sure that all rounds impact a backstop or steel target.
Whereas there is no designated Range Officer at the North Range, each individual on the
range is responsible for range safety!
There is no trap shooting at the North Range – no aerial targets!
Full-auto (machine-gun) use is not allowed at the North Range!
Only handgun and rim fire rifle shooting is permitted on the 50 foot range!
Take any large trash, cardboard, plastic jugs with you when you leave.
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RANGE POLICY
It is the duty of any member to ask anyone who purposely acts in an unsafe manner to
cease their unsafe actions and/or leave the range!
Range fees are included in all match fees. If a shooter has competed in a match on a day
the range is open to the public, range fees shall be considered to have been paid.
All planned matches or activities will be published in advance in the newsletter and on the
website calendar. Check the website for any updates.

RANGE OFFICER INFORMATION

Public Range Days
-See Separate Range Officer Procedures and Guidelines for additional details-

Opening the South Range
Upon arrival at the range, the Range Officers (RO) open the range by unlocking the lock,
fixing the gate into the "open" position, lock the lock with chain attached to the eyebolt in
the sign. Change the position of the "closed/range hours" sign by the gate to indicate that
the range is open.
ROs then go to the 100 yard range where the Range Officer’s box is located, remove the
American and Colorado flags from the box and hoist them on the flagpole in front of the
clubhouse, return to the 100 yard range and continue set up operations.
The range officers should hoist the red “Range in Use” flag which will be in the range
officer's box.
Install the target numbers on the 100yd range, found in the target storage building behind
the 25/50yd range.
The range officers will meet and sign in shooters and shall also oversee shooting on the
25, 50 and 100 yard ranges. The 200 yard range shall normally be closed to the public.
Range officers shall wear the R.O. vests provided so that they are easily identified.
The range officers' box will contain the following: sign-in sheets, range officer vests, a
range officer's manual, miscellaneous brochures, targets (paper and possibly clay),
hearing protection, safety glasses, trash bags, American and Colorado flags, red “Range
in Use” flag, telephone and a first-aid kit. The plug for the phone is on the post in front of
the range officer gazebo. The phone is not for general use; it is there to receive calls and
as a safety factor. (Range phone is temporarily out of service)
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Fees/Charges/Miscellaneous
Each incoming shooter is charged the daily range fee (or asked to show their current
membership card if a member), asked to read and sign the sign-in sheet, and shown the
range rules posted on the signs. Everybody must sign-in, shooters, spectators and
members! The paying shooters are given two paper targets, a set of ear plugs if they need
them and asked if they want to purchase additional targets ($.25ea) or safety glasses
($2ea) or earplugs ($.50ea).
If the South Range is open to the public, all the shooters must be signed-in, execute a
waiver and pay the usual range fees. Members shall have their membership card with
them while on the range and have a waiver on file. On Public Days members without a
current card must sign in, execute a waiver and pay usual non-member fees. All guests
must sign a waiver. Parents or guardians must execute a waiver for anyone under the age
of 18.
Range fees are charged per shooter except for those under 18 who are free as long as
they are accompanied by a paying adult. (See Range Fees below)
Members and their spouses or children under 18 are not charged range fees. Other
guests of members must pay range fees on public weekends.

Range Fees
Range fees (September and October) (on the 100 yard range) are $10.00 per rifle, or
$10.00 per shooter if using only one rifle, regardless of the individual’s age. Fees for the
use of the 25 and 50 yard ranges are included in fees for the 100 yard range.
Range fees for use of only the 25 and 50 yard ranges during September and October are
$10.00 per shooter, regardless of age.
Fees for BRC Lite members (must show card) are $5.00 per person on any public range
day.
Members without a current card must sign in, execute a waiver and pay usual
non-member fees.
ROs shall not wear side arms because of public image and possible confrontations.
The RO must also be an instructor if necessary when assisting a new shooter. He is to
teach range rules and safe handling of firearms. He is not expected to instruct shooters
in the fine points of marksmanship or gunsmithing.
Everyone using the ranges should be able to concentrate on their shooting and safety
and not have this concentration broken by the actions of other shooters. Loud talking or
quick movements by those on or behind the firing lines have the effect of diverting the
attention of the adjacent shooter.
It is the duty of the RO to protect the range facilities by allowing shooters to place targets
only where designated by the rules and never allow shooting into target supports.
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When the range is open to the public the use of man-shaped targets, silhouettes or
targets showing pictures of people is prohibited.
It is the duty of the ROs to ensure that no one litters the range by leaving behind cans or
paper targets they may have used. Broken clay targets are permissible to leave behind.
The RO is responsible for the removal of the litter when closing the range at the end of the
day.

Shooting on the South Range
1.
Firing on the range shall occur only when it is determined that no one is down
range and it is safe. This will normally be when the RO calls the command, "The line is
hot, shooting may commence." If a RO is not present, it is up to all shooters present to
determine when the line is "Hot".
2.
Shooting shall cease fire when a RO or anyone present calls the command,
"Cease fire", "All shooters shall immediately unload their firearms, leave the actions or
cylinders open, and step back behind the yellow line." When the RO determines that the
line is safe, he then calls the command, "The line is clear, you may change targets." Only
after this command is given may a person go downrange to change targets, pick up
plastic targets, etc.
3.
Shooters may approach the firing line only when no one is down range. Shooters
who have completed shooting may gather up their firearms and gear and leave the firing
line only when no one is down-range.
4.
The line shall be considered "Clear" when the RO or a shooter if no RO is present,
says in a loud clear voice "Is the line clear?" and gets an affirmative answer from all
shooters on the line. To give an affirmative answer, each shooter must unload their
firearm, step back from his firing point, announce that his point is clear, and check that all
firearms on the line have the action open, magazine either empty or removed, cylinder
empty and open, or in the case of muzzle loaders, the cap(s) removed from the nipple(s).
ROs should keep in mind that they have absolute authority over the firing line. If any
unsafe act by any person is observed, they should immediately call a cease fire and
instruct the offending shooter in safe shooting practices.
If the offender is a new shooter, the RO should stay with and instruct the shooter until he
is satisfied that the shooter can shoot safely and will not be a danger to other shooters or
themselves. In this situation the RO should be courteous but firm. If the shooter does not
obey the RO's directions, he should be requested to leave the range.
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Range Rule Violations
These are violations for which the offender must be asked to leave and must be reported
to the Board of Directors:


Discharging or handling a firearm when someone is down-range



Being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, medications or other substances
which impair one's vision, balance or judgment



Pointing a firearm at someone else (loaded or unloaded)



Purposely shooting at target carriers, trash cans, etc.



Any offense which the RO or another member feels is a flagrant violation of the
safety of other shooters or spectators.

It is the duty of any range officer or member to ask anyone who purposely acts in an
unsafe manner to leave the range. It is also the duty of the RO to ask any shooter who
will not obey his commands to leave the range.
This is essential to protect the club from liabilities not covered by our insurance. If a
shooter will not leave the range when asked, the RO should close the range and call the
sheriff. The club will press trespass charges. All club members have verified that they
have read the range rules, and that they will abide by them. If a club member or a guest
commits an unsafe act on the range, the RO must report this to a member of the Board of
Directors. The Board will then take the appropriate action to see that this unsafe act is not
repeated.
Incident Reports
An incident report is to be filled out should any of the following occur:
1. If someone is injured at the range.
2.

If a person or persons at the range is intoxicated, belligerent, or otherwise
disturbing others.

3.

If trespassers are present. When dealing with trespassers, we request that you do
the following:

A.

Ask them politely to leave, but do not become involved in a confrontation.

B.

If they won't leave, call the Sheriff's Department and ask for assistance. When the
Sheriff's officer arrives, sign the complaint stating the charges. Provide the officer
with any information necessary to allow prosecution. If you call the Sheriff you
must sign a complaint!

C.

When a vehicle is involved, be sure you have a license number and can positively
identify the trespassers.
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D.

If you discover someone vandalizing either of our ranges, contact the Sheriff's
Department immediately, and provide the responding officer with any assistance
required.
Call (303) 441-4444 or 911 if it is an emergency!

We need your assistance if we are going to prevent vandalism and unsafe shooting on
our ranges. If you feel that the responding officer has enough information but is reluctant
to file charges, ask to discuss the problem with the shift commander. You, as members,
are part owners of the range and are responsible for filing charges and testifying, when
necessary.

Closing the South Range on Public Days
Everyone entering the range less than one hour before closing time should be alerted to
how long they will have to shoot. No one should be admitted with less than a half hour
remaining until closing time.
Everyone on the range should be notified when 15 minutes time is left and asked to leave
by closing time. If anyone refuses to leave, the range officers should inform them that
they will be locking the gate and then start the routine for closing the range.
This routine consists of returning all the club's assets to the buildings from which they
were obtained and then locking the gate. The sign-in sheet for the day is placed in an
envelope with the day's receipts and placed inside the drop safe to the left of the vault
door.
Any trash left on the ranges shall be gathered, using the trash bags provided, and placed
in the dumpster.
When leaving the range the range officer shall close and lock the gate and return the sign
to the "Closed" position. Club members who decide to stay on after closing will be
expected to be able to let themselves out.
Close the range if muddy, rainy, or snowy conditions require it.
We need your assistance if we are going to prevent vandalism and unsafe shooting on
our ranges. If you feel that the responding officer has enough information but is reluctant
to file charges, ask to discuss the problem with the shift commander and contact a
member of the Board. You, as a member, are part owner of the range and are responsible
for filing charges and testifying, when necessary.
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Directions to the North Range
Go north on Hwy to Nelson Road, go east to 51st Street.
Turn north on 51st and go downhill about ½ of a mile to the double panel green gate.
(Note: this gate suffered flood damage and may not be readily visible) The address is
10077 N. 51st. If you find a gate closed, cattle are probably on the property, close it behind
you!

-Drive slowly. Do not exceed 15 MPH-

Follow the lane to the gate at the purple silos turn right to go around the large barn on the
north side to the green gate leading uphill. If cattle are present leave the gate closed.
Go uphill and bear left to the range.
The North Range is restricted to members and their guests at all times.
Everyone, including guests, must sign in at the pistol shed when arriving at the North
Range. All guests must execute a waiver (Members should have a waiver on file).
Parents or guardians must execute a waiver for anyone under the age of 18.

Philosophy
The Boulder Rifle Club philosophy in sharing our range with non-members is that we will
operate it in a manner to give the public a "good" shooting experience. We wish to do
this for two reasons. The first is that we enjoy it and wish to have others experience and
enjoy it also. The second is the survival of the shooting sports. They will survive only
as long as the public approves of them. A good firsthand experience with shooting is our
best defense in educating the public against the words of those who would erode our
Second Amendment guarantees by limiting or eliminating private ownership and use of
firearms.
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Range Rules Addendum
Guest Policy
All guests must sign a waiver, parents or guardians must sign a waiver for anyone under the age
of 18 (members should have a waiver on file)
Members have the right to bring guests when the range is not open to the public.
When the range is open to the public, guests (other than member’s spouses) are paying
customers.
All members, and their guests, must sign in when using the Indoor Range or North Range.
Everyone must sign in at the South Range if the range is open to the public!
Guests must be under the host member's direct supervision at all times if the range is closed to
the public! Do not bring more guests than you can safely supervise. The member must be present
on the same range as any guest.
Each member is entitled to only one space on the firing line. If other spaces are unoccupied,
guests may use them. If not, members and their guests must share range time/facilities. A
member should not expect that all their guests can be accommodated or allowed to shoot at the
same time.
Any member who brings children, spouse, guests, or pets to the range shall be responsible for
keeping them behind the firing line and for their conduct and safety.
Pets should be kept under control or in a vehicle and any member bringing a pet shall be expected
to clean up after it if needed.
Any guest must be made aware of the following Colorado statute:
13-21-111.8 Assumption of risk - shooting ranges.
(1) Any person who engages in sport shooting activities at a qualifying sport shooting range, as
defined under section 25-12-109 (2) (d), C.R.S., assumes the risk of injury or damage associated
with sport shooting activities as set forth in section 13-21-111.7.
(2) For purposes of this section, "Engages in Sport Shooting Activities" means entering and
exiting a qualifying sport shooting range, preparing to shoot, waiting to shoot, shooting, or
assisting another person in shooting at a qualifying sport shooting range. The term includes being
a spectator at a qualifying sport shooting range and being present in the range for any reason.
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